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In this paper we consider the following question: 
Given an ideal I of a Noetherian ring S, how can the height (codimen- 
sion) of Z increase as one maps S into various finitely generated S-algebras 
7’? This is an interesting question in its own right, but the main motivation 
for this work is the Direct Summand Conjecture described as follows: Let 
R be a regular Noetherian ring. (The main examples include polynomial, 
formal, and convergent power series rings over fields, the integers, and dis- 
crete valuation rings.) It is conjectured, and called the Direct Summand 
Conjecture, that if SX R is module-finite over R (i.e., S is an R-algebra 
containing s1,..., sk such that S= Rs, + . *. + Rs,), then R c S is a direct 
summand of S as an R-module. This conjecture is known for regular rings 
containing a field and in dimension < 2. See [Hl, H2, H3] for additional 
background. 
A sufficiently good answer to the above question in the graded case 
would prove the Direct Summand Conjecture. A good deal of progress 
is made here, but examples show that there are significant obstructions 
to carrying this program through. One of the main tools is Zariski’s 
Main Theorem-but it is necessary to prove a kind of generalization for 
Z”-graded rings. 
Throughout this paper, all rings are commutative with identity, all 
modules are unitary, and all ring homomorphisms are assumed to preserve 
the identity. 
This paper is a portion of my doctoral thesis at the University of 
Michigan. I am very grateful to my advisor Professor Hochster whose fre- 
quent suggestions and encouragement made this work possible. I would 
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also Pike to thank Craigh Huneke for suggestions hel 1 in the proof of 
Proposition (3.5). It should be mentioned here that an 
ollar suggested the approach in this work. 
I. MQNOMIAL CONJECTURE ANO FINITE SUPER 
Since the Direct Summand Conjecture is false if an 
by an R-module, we concentrate our study on the f~~~owi~~ form 
onomial Conjecture, which seems to utilize the algebra structure 
is conjecture is shown to be equivalent to the Directe ummand 
Conjecture in [H3]. 
(1.1) ONOMIAL CONJECTURE. Let P be the ideal generated 
(x, ~..~, x, > in the ring A of the form 
where t 3 1, y2 3 3, X, and Y, are indeterminates, and V is a discrete 
valuation ring. Then, super ht I (defined below) <n. 
EFINITION. Let I be an ideal of a Noetherian ring 
(1) big ht I = sup(ht P: P is a prime ideal of 
(2) super ht I = sup(ht IS: S is a Noetherian 
(3) finite super ht I= sup(ht PS: S is a finite1 
The following result of Professor Hochster moti 
super ht. 
(1.2) THEOREM (M. Hochster). The Monomial Conjecture (1.1) i,c 
equivalent to the following conjecture. 
IMPROVED MONOMIAL CONJECTURE. Let PandA be 
Conjecture (1.1) witb V the ring of Witt vectors over t 
of Z/pZ. Then, finite super ht I< n. 
We begin with some notations. Let n, I, and Y positive integers. Let U! 





({Fnlltj:j= 1, L.., r}) 
= Z[u,, 
For each 1 <j < r, let f,,., f,,..., f,, be the elementary symmetric functions 
in uIj,..., vnj, 
flj= i vij, 
i=l 
fij= c vijukj, 
l<i<kSn 
fnj= n vq. 
i=l 
THEOREM. Let R be a regular local ring and let x1 ,..., x, be a regular 
system of parameters for R. Let R t S, where S is a module-finite R-algebra. 
Then R is not a direct summand of S if and only $for some t and r, there is a 
map $1 B,,, --f S such that $(ui) = xi, i = 1, 2 ,..., n. 
Proof See [Hl, Theorem 11. 
LEMMA. Let R be a regular local ring and let x1,..., x, be a regular 
system of parameters for R. Then the Direct Summand Conjecture is false 
for R if and only iffor some t and r, there is a map q: A,,, + R such that 
cp(u,) = xi. 
Proof (0 Since B,,,, is integral over A,,,, we can find a module- 
finite extension S of R and a map $: B,,, -+ S which extends cp. The con- 
clusion now follows from the above theorem. 
(=P) Let K be the fraction field of R. From the hypothesis, we can 
find a finite Galois field extension L of K such that R is not a direct sum- 
mand of the integral closure S of R in L. By the above theorem, there exists 
y, ,..., y,, E S such that x; . .* XL = CT= 1 y&+ l. Let G = {or ,..., cr,} be the 
Galois group of L over K and yii = aj( yi), 1~ i < n, 1 <j < r. Then 
x; . ‘+l ..x;=zyzl yijxi for all l<j<r and we can define a map $: 
B,,, -+ S by +(ui) = xi and $(vii) = yti. Since L is Galois over K, t+b(fii) E R 
for all i and j. Thus $1 A, ,,,,: A,,,, -+ R. Q.E.D. 
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Proof of Theorem (1.2). Suppose that the super ht of the ideal I in (1.1) 
is ~2. Then the Direct Summand Conjecture is false and for some t and I”, 
there exists a map ~0: A,,,, --f W[ [x2,..., x,]], where W is the ring of 
vectors over an algebraically closed field k, such that q(ui) = up 
q(ui)=xi, i=2, 3,..., n. (See [H3].) In other words, a system of equations 
over Z in variables Ui,..., U, and others has a solution in W[[xz 
We claim that the system has a solution in V[[xZ,..., x,]], where 
the ring of Witt vectors over the algebraic closure k, of .Z/pZ. 
Theorem 2.4), it suffices to solve the system in (V/$V)[[x2,..., x,]J; 
b 2 ‘.I., x,)’ for all 1. This ring is isomorphic to some affine space J$‘(‘) such 
that ring operations are polynomial functions in the coordinates. The 
equations in the system translate into equations over k, in /$‘(I). Since these 
equations have a solution in k I> kp for all I, they have a solution in k, for 
our claim is proved. By the Artin Approximarion 
. a solution in (V[+,..., .x,,](~,~. ,.__, x,))h, where h d 
there is a solution in a pointe 
nx2Y-7 -%l(p,rz ,__.,. xn,) and a solution in a whitely generated algebra over 
VEX, ,..., xF1] such that p, x2 ,..., x, generate a prime ideal of ht M. EIence the 
finite super ht of the ideal I in (1.2) is n and we have shown the nontrivial 
i~~li~atio~. 
Remark. y modifying the proof of Theorem (1.2) the author recently 
proved that finite super ht J= super ht I for all ideals % in a finitely 
generated aigebra over a field or V (as in (1.2)). The author also found a 
example of an ideal in a nonexcellent local ring whose finite super h% is 
strictly less than its super ht. It now seems natural to ask the following 
ques%ion. 
UESTION. Let 1 be an ideal of an excellent ring R. Is finite super ht 8= 
super ht P 
NOW Zariski’s Main Theorem gives a fairly small class of extensions 
where the finite super ht can be obtained. We tirst prove a lemma. 
(1.3) LEMMA. Let I be an ideal of a Noetherian ring S with a unique 
~~i~~rnal prime Q. Then either Q is maximal or we can fina’ a nonzero prime p 
of S such that 
big ht 1(&p) 3 ht Q. 
Suppose Q is not maximal. Let Q’x Q be a 
) = 1. Let x E Q’ - Q. Then Q’ is minimal over I+ 
big ht 1(S/xS) 3 ht(Q’/xS) = dim(So,/xSofl) 
>dim So,- 1 >ht Q. 
such that 
eme 
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Now for some minimal prime p of XS contained in Q’ we have 
big ht I(S/pS) 2 ht Q. Q.E.D. 
We recall: 
ZARISKI’S MAIN THEOREM. Let R c S with R integrally closed in S such 
that there exist t 1 ,..., t, E S with S integral over R[t, ,..., t,]. If a prime ideal 
Q of S is isolated over P = Q n R, i.e., Q is both maximal and minimal 
among the primes of S lying over P, then there exists r E R - P such that 
R,= S,. 
(1.4) FACT. Let I be an ideal of a Noetherian ring R. Then 
(*) finite super ht I 
= sup(big ht IS: S is an R-algebra integral over R >. 
ProoJ Let S be a finitely generated R-algebra and Q E Spec(S) be 
minimal over IS of ht = finite super ht I. By Lemma (1.3), we may assume 
Q is maximal. Let R* be the integral closure of the image of R in S. Then 
by Zariski’s Main Theorem, since Q is isolated over P = Q n R* and R* is 
indentically closed in S, there is c E R* - P such that (R*), = S,. Hence P 
is minimal over ZR* of ht 3 ht Q. Q.E.D. 
Remark. Fact (1.4) is a modified version of a fact pointed out to us by 
Janos Kollar (unpublished). 
The following example shows that in (*) of (1.4), taking the supremum 
over quotients of R is not sufficient. 
EXAMPLE. Let k be a field and X, Y, Z, and W be indeterminates. Let 
R = k[X, Y, Z]/(X* - Y*(l + Z)) = k[x, y, z]. Let I= (x - y, z). Then 1 is 
a htl prime. In S=R[x/y]gk[Y,Z, W]/(W*-(l+Z))=k[y,z,w], 
Hence finite super ht I = 2. But sup { big ht 1( R/J): J E Spec R} < 2 because 
R is a domain of dim 2. 1 
The ring R in the above example is not normal and we would like to ask: 
QUESTION. If Z is an ideal of a Noetherian normal domain R, is 
finite super ht I = sup { big ht Z( R/P): p E Spec R}? 
The next proposition gives another class of algebras where the finite 
super height can be obtained. 
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RQPQSITION. Let I be an ideal of a ~~et~~r~a~ ring 
= supjht I(S/Q): S is a finitely generated -algebra &tale over 
and Q E Spec(S)j. 
roof. Let S be a finitely generated R-al 
prime of IS of ht = finite super ht I. Let P = 
selization of R, and S* = SOR R*. Since R* is 
faithfully flat over S@, R, and we get a Q* E Spec(S*) minimal over 45’” 
ht as Q. Using Lemma (1.3), we may assume that S* is a 
Q* is maximal. Let b* = Ker(R* --f 8”) and IT* be the integral 
closure of R*/J* in S*. By Zariski’s Main Theorem> * n T* is minimak 
over IT*. If t E n {minimal primes of IT* 0th 
(Q* n T*), then Q* n (R*/J*)[t] is minimal over I(&!* 
assume T* is module-finite over I?*. Since R*/J* is 
domain, T* is local and this implies that I( */J”) is primary to the 
maximal ideal and dim(R*/J*) = finite super ht 
* is the direct limit of A j., where A, is a pointe &tale 
of R,, and J* is finitely generated 
here JA = J* n A,. Hence A,/Ji c 
~~e~se~izat~o~ of AJJ,. This implies finite super ght of I is obtained in 
i/Jj.. Since A, is a localization of a finitely generated ttale extens 
it is a lo6ahzation of a finitely generated ttake extension of I?. 
generated &ale extension S of and 
= finite super ht I. Localizing at an ele 
M-hand side of (*) in (1.4) for A and 1 as in (1.1) is bar 
calculate, but it can be understood better with a suitable grading on A, for 
graded A-algebras, as Proposition (1.5) below shows. 
EFINITION. Let R be a P-graded ring. A Z”-gra ed ring S is said to be 
a Z”-graded R-algebra if the structural horno~~r~~~srn from to s is 
degree preserving. 
~otat~~~. Let R be a Z”-graded ring. 
(1) ’ denotes the set of all homogeneous elements. 
(2) Spech(R) denotes the set of all ~omo~e~eo~s prime ideals. 
(3) R, denotes the set of all degree 
zero elements in Z”. 
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(1.5) PROPOSITION. Let Z and A be us in the Monomial Conjecture (1.1). 
Define a 12”-grading on A as follows: 
deg xi = (0 ,..., l,..., 0), 
1 in the ith coordinate and 
0 otherwise 
deg yi = (t ,..., - l,..., t), 
- 1 in the ith coordinate and 
t otherwise. 
Then, big ht IS < n, for all Z”-graded A-algebras S integral over A. 
Proof. Let S be a P-graded A-algebra integral over A. Suppose 
Q E Spech(S) is minimal over IS of ht n. Then P = Q n A = (p, xi, yi) by 
independence of the system of parameters. Since S is integral over A, Q is 
also maximal. Since S/Q is a P-graded field, S/Q = (S/Q),, i.e., every 
homogeneous element outside Q is of degree 0. Let f be such that QS, is the 
radical of lSf. Since p E Q, fNpN = C a,xi, for some N and some ai E S. 
Since deg f = deg p = 0, we get a contradiction. Q.E.D. 
Naturally, an effort was made to get a homogeneous analogue of (*) in 
(1.4), arriving at a slightly bigger class of graded algebras where the finite 
super ht can be obtained. Our main interest is, of course, in I and A as in 
the Monomial Conjecture (1.1) but we consider all z”-graded algebras 
finitely generation over a field or a discrete valuation ring, which are also 
interesting. The next proposition shows that we do not lose generality by 
working in a Z”-graded category. 
(1.6) PROPOSITION (Hochster). Let I be a homogeneous ideal of a Z”- 
graded Noetherian ring R. Then there is a Noetherian (resp. finitely 
generated) Z”-graded R-algebra S such that ht IS = super ht I (resp. finite 
super ht I). 
Prooj Let S be a Noetherian (resp. finitely generated) R-algebra, say 
via 0: R + S, such that ht d(I) S = super ht I (resp. finite super ht I). 
Let ,!? = S[ T, ,..., T, T;’ ,..., T;‘], where Ti are indeterminates. Define a 
grading on 3 by deg s = 0 for all s in S, and deg Tj = (0 ,..., I,..., O), 1 in the 
ith coordinate and otherwise. for r E Rtk,,,,.,k,j, define 7 by J(r) = 
q(r) T’;I . ’ * T:. Extending linearly throughout R, we get a degree preserving 
ring homomorphism 3: R + S. Since Tls are units, d(1) 3 = 4(I) 3. Since ,$ 
is faithfully flat over S (via the natural map), ht &I) s= ht q5(1) S. Hence 
ht &(I) ,??= super ht I (resp. finite super ht I). If S is finitely generated over 
R, then S is finitely generated over R, by the Fact (1.7). Since 6 = 4 on R,, 
S is finitely generated over R, and hence over R. Q.E.D. 
The following fact is well known, but we include a proof due to lack of a 
suitable reference. 
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(1.7) FACT. The following conditions on a iZ”-graded ring are 
equivalent: 
(a) R is Noetherian. 
(b) Every homogeneous ideal is finitely generated. 
(c) For every orthant H, R, = @ vtn R, is finitely generate 
R,, and R, is Noetherian. 
(d) R is finitely generated over R,, an 
ProoJ: We will prove (b) implies (c) whi 
the proof. We first make some observations. 
CLAIM I. Any R,-submodule I of R,, v E ZI”, is finitely generated. In 
particular, R, is Noetherian. 
Proof of Claim 1. Let. the homogeneous ideal R be generated by 
ri ,..., r,E6. For rEI, r=CIGiGmuiri, for Some uiE 
degrees, we get ai E RO, for all i = l,..., m. Hence 1= x1 G i 
efine a partial ordering < on Z” by 
c1= (P 1 p...) P,) 6 (v1 >...> v,) = v o Pj d “i for all 1 <ii,<. 
We write ,U < v if V< v and h fv. Call O< h E Z” “interesting” if Rh ct 
E o<v</zRv) R. 
CLAIM 2. There is 0 <NE Z” such that h is not interesting for all 
h 4 N, i.e., the set of interesting h’s is finite. 
Proof of Claim 2. Suppose not. Then there is an infinite sequence 
h,<h,< ... <h,< ..., consisting of interesting h,'S. Let 
1, = (CO<i<h, RJ R. If I,,- i = I,, then Rhm is contained in I,-, = 
(2, < iG h,-l Ri) R contradicting the fact that h, is interesting. Hence (IM > is 
strictly increasing contradicting the fact that the homogeneous ideal u, G 
is ~~itel~~ generated. 
a proving (b) implies (c), we may assume that 
H= {vE~Z”: v,>O forall O<ibnj. 
Let N be as in Claim 2. By Claim 1, T = R,[ oc ,< N Ri] is ~~iteIy 
generated over R,. Suppose RH # T, and choose a minimal v EM such that 
R, $ T. Since v $ N, v is not interesting by Claim 2. Hence 
E o .= u < y R,) R i.e., 
RL’c 
p+p’=v,O<JL<v 
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But by the minimality of v, R,R,,, c T for all 0 < p, /J’ < v. This contradic- 
tion shows that RH = T is finitely generated over 41,. Q.E.D. 
2. MODIFICATION OF ZARISKI’S MAIN THEOREM TO P-GRADED RINGS 
DEFINITION. Let R c S be P-graded rings. Q E Spec”(S) is said to be 
h-isolated over P= Q n R if Q is both minimal and maximal among 
homogeneous prime ideals lying over P. 
(2.1) THEOREM. Let R c S be Z”-graded rings with R integrally closed in 
S. Let Q E Spech(S) be h-isolated over P = Q n R. If either (1) S is integral 
over R[ t] ,for some t E Sh or (2) S is integral over R[ t, ,..., t,,] for some 
tiESh and (S/Q) is integral over (R/P), then there is rE Rh - P such that 
R, = S,. In particular, if (2 is minimal over IS for some ideal I of R, then P is 
minimal over I. 
Proof of Reduction to (1). Let T be the integral closure of 
RCt i ,..., t,,- i] in S. Let q = Q n T. Since (S/Q) is integral over (T/q) 3 
(R/P), q is maximal among homogeneous primes lying over P. Assuming 
(l), we can find d E Th - q such that Td= Sd. This implies q is minimal over 
PT and hence q is h-isolated over P. By induction, there is r E Rh - P such 
that R, = T,. If r’ E Rh - P is such that r’ = drN for some N, 
R,,’ = T,,’ = T,, = Srd = S,,, . QED. 
Remark. Let k be a field and T be an indeterminate. k c k[ T, T- ‘1 
shows that the extra condition in (2) can not be deleted. 
We now modify the lemmas needed for the proof of the theorem. 
LEMMA 1. Let R c S be Z”-graded rings with R integrally closed in S. 
Let S be integral over R[t] for some t E Sh. If there is an element f = 
tk+rk-ltk-l+ “’ + r. E (R[t])” such that fSc R[t], then S= R[t]. 
Proof. Given s E S, fs = g for some gc (R[t])h. Since f is manic in t, g 
can be written as g=fi+uajt’+ . . . +a,, with hE(R[t])h, j<k, and 
ai E Rh. Let d=s-h. Then (t”+ ... +r,)d=fd=ajtj+ ... +a, with 
j < k. In Sd, t is integral over R[l/d] and d is integral over R[t]. Hence d 
is integral over R[l/d], say dN+hNpldN-‘+ ... +h,=O with hiE 
R[ l/d]. Clearing denominators, we get dW + bW _ 1 dN’-l + . . . + b, = 0 
with bj E R. Hence for some M, d”(dN’ + . . . + b,) = 0 in S, i.e., d is integral 
over R. Since R is integrally closed in S, dE R and so s = d+ h E R[t]. 
Q.E.D. 
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LEMMA 2. Let R c S be Z”-graded rings with integrally ciosed iti S. 
Let S be module-finite over R[t] for some t E Sh. Let q be a prime ideal 
minimal over C= {SE S: SSC R[t]). Then q~Spec~(S) and in (S/q) is 
transcendental over (R/q n R). 
ProoJ C is clearly homogeneous and q is also homogeneous by 
Fact (2.3). Suppose i is algebraic over (R/p) where p = q A R, say S= 
atkfa,-,t k-l+ . . . +a,~q, with a, a,ERh-p. Since S is modu~e-~~~t~ 
over R[t] and q is prime, 
c,c {cES,:CS,~RuCt]}~qSa. 
nce we may assume a = 1, i.e., f is monk in 2. Let g E Sh - q be such that 
is the radical of CS,. Then for some N, SNgN E C, i.e., jNgNS c 43[t]. 
Lemma 1 applied to R q R[t] c R[t, gNS] implies gNSC 
contradicting the choice of g. 
LEMMA 3. Let R c S be Z”-graded domains with S integral over R[T], 
where T is transcendental over R. Let Q E Spech(S). Thelen is not ~-violated. 
ProoJ: Let R’ and S’ denote the integral closures in t fraction fields. 
Then they are Z”-graded by Gorollary (2.6) below. Let 
over Q. If Q is h-isolated over P = Q n R, then so is Q’ ov 
h-isolated over Q’ n R’[ T], which is impossible because 
Theorem holds, by normality of R’[T], between 
Proof of (1) of Theorem (2.1). Localizing at Rh - , we may assume 
every homogeneous element outside P is invertible (this forces every h- 
isolated homogeneous prime lying over P to be maximal homogeneous) 
and show R= S. Let q= Q n R[t]. Then q is maximal homogeneous 
because Q is. Suppose q is not h-isolated over P. Then there is q* E 
Spech(R[t]) lying over P, such that q* c q a 
over P, the Going Down Theorem does not 
(S-Q). (RCt] -q*) meets q*S, i.e., there are s 
and SUES for % <idm such that 
b,s,= C aisi for some ai E q*. 
lCi<rn 
Q=hoosing T= R[t, homogeneous parts of si, 0 < i < rn]? we proved that 
there is Tc S module-finite over R[ t] such tha 
over P. y Lemma 2 and 3, we have (SE T: ST 
[It] )” - q such that (R[t]), = T,. This irn~~ies 
R is integrally closed in S and S is integral over 
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to show PER. Since q is isolated over P, Ker(R[T] ++ R[t]) cP[T]. By 
Fact (2.2), at = b with a $ P. Since a is a unit, t E P. Q.E.D. 
The following facts are well known, but we include proofs for the sake of 
completeness. 
(2.2) FACT. Let R( c S) be integrally closed in S. Let t E S and I= 
Ker(R[ T] --H R[T]). Then Z is generated by linear polynomials {UT-b: 
at=b}. 
Proo$ If a,T”+a,_,T”-‘+ ... + a, G-I, then a, t is integral over R 
and hence a,, T- b, E Z for some b, E R. Now the conclusion follows by 
induction on the degree. Q.E.D. 
(2.3) FACT. Let Z be a homogeneous ideal of a Z”-graded ring R. Then 
every associated prime of Z is homogeneous. In particular, every minimal 
prime of Z is homogeneous. 
Proof. Essentially the same proof as for the z-graded case in [6, 
Proposition (lO.B), p. 621 works for the Z”-graded case. Alternatively, as in 
(2.4) below, we can reduce the proof to the Z-graded case. Q.E.D. 
(2.4) FACT. Let Rc S be Z”-graded rings. Let R* be the integral 
closure of R in S. Then R” is also Z”-graded. 
Proof We claim that it suffices to prove this for the IT-graded case. To 
check this, assume the conclusion for 1 B k B n. Suppose s = C, E I s, E R* 
and fix p = (pi,..., cl,,) E I. Ignoring the last coordinate, we get a zn-l- 
grading on R and S. IIence C {v (v~,...,v,)tl:vi=lr;,l <i<n) = s,ER*, by the 
assumption. Using the Z-grading by the last coordinates, we get So E R* by 
the same assumption and our claim is proved. Now, let 
s=s~+s~+~+ ... +s~+~E:R*, some s~+~, O<i<e, may be zero. Let R= 
R[T, ,..., T,, T,l,..., T;‘,(Ti-Tj)-‘],wheredegTi=O,ldi#j<e,andTi 
are indeterminates. Let s= R@, S. For 1 < i < e, let dj be the 
automorphism of 3 defined on (s), by c$~(s) = ST:. Since Tin iT, di(iT) = i? 
and $i(s) is integral over 8 for all i. Applying di, we get a system of linear 
equations in sd+ i, i = 1, 2 ,..., e, 
de(s)= Tfs,+ T:+~Q+~+ ... + T$+?s~+~. 
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Since 
i- 
i # j 
is a unit in 8, we can solve (*) for s~+~, i.e., sd+j is integrd over R for au 
6 i < e, or equivalently, A[s,+ j] is module-elite over for all sd+ j. Since 
is faithful!y flat over R, this implies R[s~+ j] is module-abate over 
all O<z<e, be., s~+~ ER* for all Odi<e and 
(2.5) FACT. Let R be a Z” graded ri 
omogeneous element is invertible. Then 
omogeneous elements T, ,..., 
every nonzero 
R=R,[T, ,..., T,, T;‘,..., T,-“3. 
ProqjI Let eg(R)= (kEZ!I”: k=deg(r) for some r~R”j, y the 
assumption, Deg(R) is a subgroup of Z”, say of rank m. Let T1,.. 
homogeneous elements such that (deg( Ti) > 1 G i G m forms a basis of 
Then the Tr’s are algebraically independent because t 
linearly independent. For r E R,, Iet a = ~T;Q. .. T;@-, where k = 
221 <-i<m e, deg( T,). Then ck E R, and so 
r=acl.. TIE RJT, ,..., T,,,, T,-I, . . . . T;‘]~ 
(2.6) COROLLARY. Let R be a L”-graded do~~~~. Then the ~~teg~a~ 
closure S of in its fraction is also L”-graded. 
Prooj Let T be the localization of R at lhe see l-2. 
~orn~gene0~s elements in R. By Fact (2.5), T is normal a ce 
Now the conclusion follows by Fact (2.4). 
3. FINITE Sum3 HEIGHT OF A QMOCENEQUS IDEAL 
dpz this final section we consider only finitely generated a~~eb~~s over a 
field or a discrete valuation ring. 
(3.1) DEFINITION. Let V be a field or a discrete ~a~~~~~~~ ri 
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residue field (if I’ is a field, V= k). Let Z be a homogeneous ideal of a 
P-graded ring R finitely generated over V. Let 
‘% = (S: S is a finitely generated R-algebra such that 
big ht IS = finite super ht I>, 
d=inf{dim S: SE%‘}, 
and 
Y = (S E %‘: S is a domain of dimension d}. 
Remark. By killing a suitable minimal prime, we can easily check 
Y#f. 
(3.2) LEMMA. Let SE 9’ and Q E Spech(S) be minimal over IS such that 
ht Q = finite super ht I. Let f E Sh - Q be such that QSr is the radical of ZS, 
Then 
(1) (S/Q) contains k (k is the residue field of V), 
(2) (S/Q)~~(S,iQS,)rK[T, ,..., T,, T;‘,..., T;‘], where mdn, the 
T:s are indeterminates, and K = ( (S/Q)r), is a field finite algebraic over k, 
(3) if (S/Q> = (S/Qh, then (S/Q) = K. 
Proof. (1) This is clear if I/ is a field. Let V be a discrete valuation ring 
with maximal ideal pV. If p 4 Q, S, E S. Since S is finitely generated over V, 
dim S, = dim S - 1 contradicting the minimality of dim S. 
(2) We claim QSr is maximal homogeneous. Then the conclusion 
follows from Fact (2.5) and the Nullstellensatz. [Since (S/Q)f is finitely 
generated over k by (l), so is K, and K is finitely algebraic extension of k]. 
Now suppose QSris not maximal homogeneous. Then the finite super ht of 
Z can be obtained in a nontrivial quotient of S by a Z”-graded modification 
of Lemma (1.3). This will contradict the minimality of dim S. 
(3) Obvious from (2). Q.E.D. 
Remark. (2) implies 
DEFINITION. Let R be a Z”-graded ring. 
(1) For k=(kl,..., k,) E Z”, k, + .. . + k, is called the total degree 
of k. 
(2) R is said to be Z”(N)-graded if for all k of negative total degree, 
Rk = 0, i.e., the grading by the total degree is N-graded. 
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(3.3) PROPOSITION. Let R and I be as in ). Then there is a 
SE Y such that S is integral over R[s, ,..., s 
nonnegative total degree. In particular4 $ R is Z”-graded, S is P(N )-graded 
ah. 
Prooj Pick SE Y. Let Q E Spech(S) be minimal over IS of ht = finite 
super ht I. Let f~ Sh - Q be such that Q 
(S/Q),, (S/Q) =K is integral over R/( 
Theorem (2.1), R/(Q n R) is the desired o 
we can choose f with deg f  #Cl. By Lemma (3.28, (S/ 
TIP j,.~., T; ‘1” Switching Ti and T; I, if necessary, we 
degree Tj&O for all 1. Letf=nIGj,, p. Since deg f # 0, some ei f 0, s,agi 
e, # 0. For 2 6 i d m, let si E Sh be such that S,/f”’ = Ti E (S/ 
Let J= Ker(R -+ S) and R = R/Jc S. 
Let 7 =f if total degree f 3 0 and (11’ ot erwise and .Fi = si if total 
degree si 3 0 and (l/s,) otherwise, i.e., 7 and s”, are chosen so that their total 
degrees are nonnegative. 
Let g=j+s”, and S’ = 13 s”*,..., sn2]*, where * denotes the integrak 
and Q’ = QS, n S’. Let T= (S’),. Bhen 
)J contains k and x Szs..., ,~~,f-‘, SF 
s TTl, T;‘l, T, and T,: ’ for 2 < i < m by t 
ver (T/Q’T). Since T i 
‘T, there is ceTh- 
(W,> 
(S’),,., = S,,.,. Hence Q’ is minimal over IS’ of ht = ht Q. The f~howin 
rrect even when V is a discrete valuation rin 
dim S’ = dim(S),,, = dim S,,, = dim S. 
ence S’ E Y and the proof is complete. 
-hE5REM. Let I be a homogeneous ideal of a Z’(N )-graded riHg 
j&zitely generated over V (a field or a discret valuation ring with residue 
field k). Then there is a domain Z”( N )-graded -algebra s such that 
(1) big ht IS =$nite super ht I and, 
(2) S = ((R/J)[s, ,..~, sm])‘, where m d n, SE Spech( 
positive total degree, and ’ denotes the integral closure in the fraction field. 
ProoJ: Let S be as in Proposition (3.3). We first claim we can assume 
total degree si > 0 for all 1 d id m. Let Q E Spech(S) be minimal over IS of 
ht = finite super ht I. As in the proof of Pr 
) # (S/Q)o and we can choose YE Sh - 
QS, is the radical of IS,. Let J= K 
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before. Let S’ = R[s, ,..., s, _ 1, f] *, where * denotes the integral closure in 
S, and Q’ = Q n S’. Let T = (S’)f. Then T is integrally closed in Sf , QS, is 
h-isolated over Q’T, and S, is integral over T[s,]. By Theorem (2.1), Q’T 
is minimal over IT and hence Q’ is minimal over IS’ of ht = ht (2. 
Repeating this process, we may assume that total degree si>O for all 
1 < i < m, and our claim is proved. 
Replacing S by its integral closure in its fraction field, we may assume S 
is normal. Let S, = [So,..., s,]‘, where ’ denotes the integral closure in the 
fraction field. Then QS, is minimal over IS1 by the Going Down Theorem. 
Hence the finite super height is obtained in S,. Q.E.D. 
If 12 = 1, i.e., in the N-graded case, s in Theorem (3.4) is of the form 
((R/J)[s])’ with deg s >O. In view of Proposition (1.5) and the Going 
Down Theorem, we now consider the situation where a fraction is adjoint 
to a N-graded normal domain. 
(3.5) PROPOSITION. Let p be a homogeneous prime ideal of a N-graded 
normal domain R. Let t = (a/b) where a, b E Rh with deg a > deg b, i.e., 
deg t >O. If there is QE Spech(R[t]) minimal over pR[t] such that 
htQ>htp and P=QnR contains R+=@k,ORk, then there is JE 
Spech(R) of ht 1 such that 
big ht I(R/J) = ht Q. 
Proof: Let R[T] be the polynomial ring and 4: R[T] --H R[t] be the 
natural surjection. Then Ker 4 is generated by { dT - c: (c/d) = t } by 
Fact (2.2). Let (a: b)= (rER: rbEaR) and (b:a)= {rER: raEbR}. It can 
be easily checked that (a: b) and (b: a) are homogeneous ideals and Ker 4 
is contained in [(a: b) + (b: a)] R(T). Let P = Q n R. Then P contains 
(a: b) + (b: a) because otherwise there is c E Rh -P such that R,. = (R[t])c, 
contradicting ht Q > ht p. Hence Q = P[T]/(ker 4) and ht P = ht Q + 1 (R 
is finitely generated over a field or a discrete valuation ring). Since any 
prime in R is containing (a: b) + (b: a) would stay prime in R[t], P is 
minimal overp+(a:b)+(b:a) and (a:b)+(b:a) q p. 
Case 1. (a: b) c p but (b: a) $ p. 
In this case, P is minimal over p + (6: a) and the conclusion follows 
from: 
Claim. For every minimal prime J of (b : a), ht J= 1. 
Proof. Let f E R -J be such that JRf is the radical of (b : a) Rf. Since 
Rf is also normal and ((b/l): (a/l))c JR,., we may assume J is the only 
minimal prime of (b: a). In R= (R/bR), si # 0. Since dae bR for all 
de (b: a), (b: a) Rc Ann,2 c some associateded prime of R. Since R is 
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has no embedded primes. Hence tJ= I. Since (;“?:a) is 
omogeneous, J is homogeneous also. .E.D. 
Case I’. (a:b) q p but (b:a)cp. 
This is essentially the same as Case 1. 
Cckse 2. (a: b) P p and (h: a) qt p. 
We will show that this case can be re 
h $ p. &et (Q, Q, )..., Qh> be all distinct m 
Letf=bktk+ ... +b,~(R[f])~ be an 
,f$Q=PR[t], some bi$P. Since degt 
Localizing at b,, we may assume bk = 1, 
q= Q n R[f]. Then q is minimal QV 
Theorem, of ht 3 ht Q > ht p because otherwise f E q c Q contradicting the 
choice ofjC To reduce to Case 1, it remains to t f= (I$+) for mme 
Y E p which will imply that (r : b’) c p. Since [l/b], f= (r/b’) fcps 
some/>0 and FERN. Since h~P=enPh a ] ff is the radical of 
p(R[t])i,fNbN=Caizi, for some AJ, z~E~, and ai~R[c] c 
r”b” = r,z, E p, for some M and Y, E R. Since b $ p, Y E pi 
Remark. The above proof works for the case when R is Z”(N )-graded. 
contains an infinite field and deg t = 0, including the nongraded case, 
then the prime condition on p and the assumption on P can be deleted in 
getting the same conclusion. To check this, one uses, as was shown to us by 
Craigh uneke, specialization of Tat a suitable element of k whose s 
case, specializing at 0, was used in the proof of Case 1. 
The following proposition shows that the condition on P in 
roposition (3.5) is not too special for our interest. 
ROPOSITION. Let y1= 1 in Theorem (3. ) so that R is N-graded 
and S is of the fom ((R/J)[s])’ with deg s > 0. Iffinite super ht I is greater 
than 
ig ht IS: S is a Z-graded R-algebra integral over 
then for all e Spech(S) minimal over IS of ht =fiGle super ht I, P = 
is a maxim ideal containing R + . 
ioo$ Suppose R/P contains an e 
c K[T], S/Q is integral over R/P. 
where * denotes the integral closure in S, is minimal over 
contradicting the assumption. Hence PI W, and 
field integrai over RIP, R/P is also a field. 
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The following example shows that the prime condition on p in 
Proposition (3.5) can not be deleted, and also shows the exact 
homogeneous analogue of (*) in Fact (1.4) can not be obtained in general. 
EXAMPLE. Let k be an algebraically closed field. Let X, , X,, X3, X,, 
Yr, Yz, T, U, V, W, and Z be indeterminates. Let 
It is easy to see that R is normal. Deline a grading on R by deg x1 = 
deg x2 = 1 and deg x3 = deg xq = 2. Let I= (x, xj, x2x4). 
CLAIM 1. Finite super ht I= 2. 
Proof. Map R into k[ Y,, Y,, T], with grading deg Y, = deg Y, = 
degT=l, by x,++Y,, x,I-+Y,, xj t-+ Y, T, and xq t-+ Y,T. Then R is 
isomorphic to k[ Y,, Y,, Y1 T, Y, T] and hence k[ Y,, Y,, T] E 
R[(x3/x1)]. The image of I in k[Y,, Yz, T] is of bight 2. Q.E.D. 
CLAIM 2. big ht IS < 2 for all z-graded R-algebras S integral over R. 
Proo$ Let S be a Z-graded domain integral over R such that 
big ht IS= 2. By (1.3), we may assume dim S= 2. Since R is normal of 
dim 3, S is integral over R/J for some JE Spech(R) of ht 1. Since So is 
integral over R, = k which is algebraically closed, So = k and S has the uni- 
que maximal homogeneous ideal S, = oj, ,, S,. Hence IS is primary to 
S, and I(R/J) is primary to (R/J) + , i.e., I+ J is primary to R, = 
(xi, x2, x3, x4). Let B = k[U, V, W, Z], with grading deg li = 0 and 
deg V = deg W= deg Z = 1. Map R into B by xi c-, UW, x2 t, UZ, 
x3 H VW, and x4+-+ vz. Then R is isomorphic to c= 
k[UW,UZ,VW,VZ]==k[{U’VfWgZh:e+f=g+h}]cB.LetMbethe 
k-span of ( U’VfWgZh: e +f # g + h} c B. Then it is easy to check that 
B = C @ M as a C-module. Hence every prime ideal of C is contracted from 
B. In particular, Im J= (FB) n C for some irreducible homogeneous 
element F of B because B is a UFD. Let S = Im J and 1’ = Im I in C. Since 
Z+Jis primary to R,, I’ -I- J’ is primary to ( U W, UZ, VW, VZ) in C. This 
implies that (UW)“’ and (UZ)” lie in I’ + J’ for some N. Since J’ = 
(FB) n C, there are G and H in Bh such that 
In B/VBzk[U, W,Z], (lJW)N=Fc and (UZ)“=FR. Hence F= u’ for 
some 0 < e < N and F = U’ + VF’ for some F in Bh. Since deg U = 0 and 
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deg Y= 8, F = 0. Since F is irreducible, F= U an J’=(FB)nC= 
(WV, UZ) contains F. This contradicts the fact that I’ $ 
maximal ideal. 
RemckrFi. The ideal I in the above example is not prime whereas the 
ideal I in the Monomial Conjecture (1.1) is prime and we would like to ask 
if this makes a difference: 
UESTION. Let R and 1 be as in the Theorem (3.4). If 1 is a prime i 
is 
finite super ht I= sup { big ht IS: S is a ZI” 
R-algebra integral over 
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